Quantitative Analysis of Tone Coarticulation in Mandarin
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Abstract

The current paper examines the effect of tone coarticulation in Mandarin on the amplitude and duration of tone commands of the Fujisaki model and whether declination needs to be taken into account when synthesizing \( F0 \) contours of Mandarin. Based on a corpus of short sentences mean parameters of the Fujisaki model were calculated for the 15 combinations of Mandarin tones. The resulting smoothed \( F0 \) contours differ from the canonical shapes due to tonal coarticulation. Results of averaged parameters suggest that sequences of tone commands with the same polarity can usually be merged into a single tone command because their tone command amplitudes \( A_t \) are very similar. \( T2 \) for the first and \( T1 \) for the second command in these sequences are also very similar, so they can be set to the same value. As a consequence, tonal combinations can be interpreted as sequences of tone switches between high and low tones, considerably simplifying the modeling. It was also found that for most utterances phrase commands of magnitude \( A_p \) greater 0 occurred, indicating that the phrase component should be taken into account when analyzing and synthesizing of \( F0 \) contour of Mandarin.

Index Terms: Mandarin tone, Fujisaki model, prosodic analysis

1. Introduction

The current study examines the influence of tonal coarticulation in Mandarin on the parameters of the Fujisaki model. It was conducted during the on-going development of a Mandarin training system for German learners within a three-year project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research \cite{1,2}. It is commonly known that Mandarin is a tone language and hence the tonal contour of a syllable changes its meaning \cite{3}. The most important acoustic correlate of tone is \( F0 \). Mandarin has four syllabic tones and a neutral tone in unstressed syllables. In citation forms of monosyllabic words the tonal patterns are very distinct, but when several syllables are connected, \( F0 \) contours observed vary considerably due to tonal coarticulation. We observed that the acquisition of tonal patterns of poly-syllabic words is much more difficult than of mono-syllabic words \cite{1}.

In the framework of our Mandarin training system one mode of feedback projected is the resynthesis of tonally corrected learner utterances. Although a direct transplantation of native speakers’ \( F0 \) contours onto the learner’s imitation is a possible option, the time-warping which will have to be applied to the native speaker’s contour will also affect the \( F0 \) slopes. Furthermore, only native utterances stored in the system could be employed. Therefore we explore the alternative of modeling the \( F0 \) contour in order to be able to overcome the drawbacks mentioned.

The well-known Fujisaki model is a parsimonious method for parameterizing \( F0 \) contours in speech synthesis for intonation analysis and intonation generation \cite{4}. The model reproduces a given \( F0 \) contour by superimposing three components: a speaker-individual base frequency \( F_b \), a phrase component and an accent component in stress-timed languages or a tone component of positive and negative polarities in tone languages. As previous studies showed Mandarin tone can be represented by prototypical \( F0 \) contours \cite{5} and requires tone commands of positive and negative polarity (see Table 1). The phrase component results from responses to impulse-wise phrase commands associated with prosodic breaks. Phrase commands are described by their onset time \( T0 \), magnitude \( A_p \) and time constant \( \alpha \) (time constant of the phrase control mechanism). The tone component results from step-wise tone commands associated with syllable-tones. In \cite{5} tone commands are described by on- and offset times \( T1 \) and \( T2 \), amplitude \( A_t \), time constant \( \beta_t \) of the tone control mechanism for positive commands, time constant \( \beta_n \) of the tone control mechanism for negative and constants \( \gamma_n \) (relative ceiling level of positive tone components) and \( \gamma_n \) (relative ceiling level of negative tone components). The use of a common value for both constants \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) (20\% and 0.9, respectively) irrespective of the polarity of tone command is acceptable \cite{6}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>( F0 ) contour</th>
<th>Tone commands assigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>rising</td>
<td>negative/positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>falling-rising</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>falling</td>
<td>positive/negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to Mandarin, the Fujisaki model has been criticized for requiring too large a number of parameters to account for the \( F0 \) contour associated with a single syllable \cite{7}. This is indeed true if one assumes that each syllable is associated with two independent tone commands, each command with its respective \( T1 \), \( T2 \), \( A_t \), as well as \( \beta_t \) and \( \gamma_n \). However, previous experiments suggested that Tone 1 and Tone 3 are typically associated with a single tone command of positive and negative polarity, respectively. Furthermore, depending on the underlying tones, commands of the same polarity have been observed to be stretching across at least two syllables, hence the syllabic tone commands are actually concatenated into longer tonal gestures \cite{8}.

The current paper is intended to study in detail the effect of tonal coarticulation on the duration and amplitude of tone commands in syllabic sequences, as well as quantify the
2.2. Method of Analysis

The $F_0$ contour reflects the tone on the syllable level. Therefore, the data was forced-aligned on the syllable and phone-levels using the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system in a forced alignment mode. The used ASR system is part of an automated proficiency test of Mandarin [10].

The $F_0$ contours were calculated using the Praat [11] algorithm with a step of 10msec and different standard settings of the minimum and maximum parameters of $F_0$ for male (100 and 350 Hz) and for female speakers (120 and 450 Hz). It was found by checking the $F_0$ contours that some speech signals do not have $F_0$ values in the voiced segments. Therefore, the $F_0$ contours for such signals were recalculated. The modified parameters of the minimum and maximum $F_0$ were (50 and 250 Hz) for male and (80 and 400 Hz) for female speakers. The $F_0$ contours were checked and corrected using the Praat Pitch-Editor. The Fujisaki parameters were estimated automatically using the algorithm [8] and if necessary corrected using the interactive tool FujiParaEditor [12].

2.3. Extraction of Fujisaki Model Parameters

In the automatic approach to estimate the Fujisaki parameters for Mandarin [8] first the $F_0$ contour is interpolated and smoothed using a third-order spline. A high-pass filter is then applied to extract the ‘high frequency contour’ (HFC) from the smoothed $F_0$ contour. The HFC contains the tone commands. The HFC is subtracted from the smoothed contour, yielding a ‘low frequency contour’ (LFC) from which the phrase commands are extracted. The parameters of phrase commands were initialized. In order to initialize the number of $T_1$, $T_2$ and polarity of tone command the smoothed $F_0$ contour was subdivided into segments with positive or negative gradient, respectively. In the derivative segments, the local maxima are searched which represent the inflection points of the smoothed contour. The target inflection points on $F_0$ subcontours with rising slope correlate to the offset of a negative tone command and the subsequent onset of a positive tone command. The offset of a positive tone command and the subsequent onset of a negative tone command are associated with the inflection points on $F_0$ subcontours with falling slope.

At is initialized as the positive or negative maximum in the HFC between the initialized values of $T_1$ and $T_2$. The time constants $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are set to $2\alpha$ and $20\beta$, respectively.

The Analysis-by-Synthesis procedure is performed in three steps to optimize the initial parameters iteratively by applying a hill-climb search. At the first step, phrase and tone components are optimized separately using the target contours LFC and HFC, respectively. Then, phrase, tone component and $F_B$ are optimized jointly using the smoothed $F_0$ contour as the target. The fine-tuning of all parameters was implemented using a weighted representation of the extracted original $F_0$ contour in the final step.

Figure 1 shows an example of analysis of the sentence “ta1 xi3 huan0 he1 zhong1 guo2 cha2” (“He likes to drink Chinese tea”).

2.4. Calculation of Tone Command Parameters for Tonal Combination

There are a total of 15 possible combinations of the four tones of Mandarin, as according to a tone Sandhi rule the combination 3+3 is converted to 2+3. The neutral tone does not involve a specific target and was disregarded in this study. Based on the tone type, tone command configurations for all pairs of syllables were automatically evaluated with respect to the syllabic boundaries, however, not across prosodic phrase boundaries. Tone commands with the same polarity in one syllable were merged. For Tone 2 and Tone 4 the prototypes did not involve a specific target and was disregarded in this study.
If the missing tone command was not found nearby it was still registered, but with \( \Delta t = 0 \). When two tone commands with different polarities were found within the bounds for Tone 1 and Tone 3 syllables whose prototypes project only positive or negative tone commands, the tone command with the right polarity was registered if its duration was greater than 50\% of the duration of non-matching tone command.

For every two consecutive syllables with matching tone commands the on- and offset times \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) of tone commands were calculated relative to the respective syllable onsets. Four cases were considered according to the onset and offset of tone commands relative to the syllable onset: a) start before the current syllable and end within the current syllable, b) start and end within the current syllable, c) start within the current syllable and end in the next syllable, d) start before the current syllable and end in the next syllable. The amplitudes of tone commands \( \Delta t \), the duration of tone commands within the syllable and syllable duration were also calculated. The magnitudes \( \Delta P \) of phrase commands were calculated according to the sentence type and speaker gender.

3. Results

The means and standard deviations of on- and offset times \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) which were calculated relative to the syllable onset, amplitude of tone command \( \Delta t \) and duration of every syllable for the 15 cases of tone combinations in Mandarin are shown in Figure 2. It contains also the number of tone combinations for every case. The mean values of alignment and amplitude of tone commands for all tone combinations are represented by the box-shapes. The gray areas indicate the average of syllable duration of the two adjacent syllables. The resulting smoothed \( F_0 \) contours for all tone combinations are the responses of the tone control mechanism of the Fujisaki model to the averaged tone commands. The standard deviations for \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) as well as syllable duration are indicated by horizontal lines, and by vertical lines for \( \Delta t \).

There are cases in which the averaged tone commands start before or end after the boundary between the two syllables examined. Therefore the parts of tone commands which extend beyond the syllable boundary are not displayed and they were also ignored when plotting the resulting \( F_0 \) contour. As can be seen from the figure, due to tonal coarticulation and hence depending on the preceding and following tone, \( F_0 \) contour for one and the same tone vary considerably. As mentioned above the figure also shows that a sequence of two tone commands with the same polarity can be merged into a single tone command, for instance tone combination 1+1, without significant loss of accuracy because the mean amplitudes on either side of the syllable boundary differ only by a fraction, typically less than 10\%.  The duration of a tone command is also affected by the polarity of the following tone command. The tone command amplitude \( \Delta t \) associated with the second syllable is slightly smaller when a tone command of different polarity precedes it (compare the tone commands associated with the second syllable in the columns of Figure 2). In contrast, it was found that there is no significant difference in the \( \Delta t \) of the command associated with the first syllable when the second tone is varied (compare the tone commands assigned to the first syllable in the rows of Figure 2). Figure 2 also shows that even under the influence of coarticulation the characteristic tonal properties of the tones in the adjacent syllables are preserved, that is, for instance, Tone 2 exhibits a rising \( F_0 \) contour and Tone 4 a falling one, only the precise timing and amplitudes of the movements vary. If we examine the timing of the averaged tone commands we see that the mean distance between the offset time \( T_2 \) of the current command and the onset time \( T_1 \) of the following command
with opposite polarity is very small, typically less than 30 msec, which is much less than the individual standard deviations for T1 and T2. With respect to the F0 contour, rising or falling tone switches occur at these locations. In order to simplify the description we therefore propose that mean (T2, T1) is assumed as the time of the tone switch. Hence, if we assume this modification, the tone command sequence underlying the F0 pattern is simplified. Figure 3 shows all four combinations for Tone1 on the first syllable applying this simplification. Furthermore, the mean of amplitudes At of tone commands of same polarity to the left and right of the syllable boundary was assumed as the amplitude of a merged command crossing the boundary. The smooth red contour indicates the F0 contour for the non-simplified parameters taken from Figure 2, and the green contour results when both simplifications are applied. It is obvious that the difference is very small, on the average less than 0.3 semitones. Syllables at the beginning and end of an utterance are special cases as they are not preceded or followed by another syllable. We therefore calculated their properties separately. The duration of tone commands at the end of sentences is greater than at the beginning of sentences for all tones. There was no significant difference concerning the amplitude At of tone commands associated with the same tones located either at the beginning or end of utterances with the exception that Tone 3 has higher mean amplitude At at the end of an utterance.

The mean amplitude of phrase commands in imperative sentences is greater (Ap=30) than in declarative sentences and questions (Ap=24). The correlation between the number of syllables in an utterance and Ap was found to be significant (p=0.203, p < 0.01). There are no significant differences in the amplitude of phrase commands between female and male speakers (mean and standard deviation of phrase command amplitude of female speakers are .27 and .19 and for male speakers .21 and .16, respectively). The fact that values are greater than 0 indicates that the phrasal contour must be taken into account when synthesizing F0 contours of Mandarin.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper examined the effect of tonal coarticulation in Mandarin on the amplitudes and timings of tone commands. To this end, the F0 contours and Fujisaki-model parameters were extracted from a corpus of short Chinese utterances. In order to develop a tone synthesis model for a Mandarin training system, mean configurations for 15 combinations of two tones were calculated. These indicate that tone commands of the same polarity on either side of syllabic boundaries can be merged. Furthermore, since they pertain to the same tone switch, offset times T2 and onset times T1 of neighboring tone commands of opposite polarities can be set to the same value. These simplifications reduce the number of parameters associated with a single syllable considerably. At the most, two timing values of tone switches need to be taken into account, one inside the syllable and one close to the right syllable boundary (combinations 2+2, 2+3, 4+4, 4+4), as well as two tone command amplitude values At when commands of alternating polarity occur in the syllable. However, in most cases one of these amplitude values is inherited from the preceding syllable (exceptions are combinations 3+4 and 4+4).

The results concerning phrase commands suggest that declination must be taken into account when synthesizing F0 contours of Mandarin. Based on these results a model for tone synthesis will be developed and perceptually tested.
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